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Clause 49- Corporate Governance

The company agrees to comply with the following provisions:

I. Board of Directors

(A) Composition of Board

i. The Board of directors of the company shall have an optimum combination of

executive and non-executive directors with not less than fifty percent of the

board of directors comprising of non-executive directors.

ii. Where the Chairman of the Board is a non-executive director, at least one-third

of the Board should comprise of independent directors and in case he is an

executive director, at least half of the Board should comprise of independent

directors.

Provided that where the non-executive Chairman is a promoter of the company

or is related to any promoter or person occupying management positions at

the Board level or at one level below the Board, at least one-half of the Board of

the company shall consist of independent directors.

Explanation-For the purpose of the expression “related to any promoter”referred

to in sub-clause (ii):

a. If the promoter is a listed entity, its directors other than the independent

directors, its employees or its nominees shall be deemed to be related to

it;

b. If the promoter is an unlisted entity, its directors, its employees or its

nominees shall be deemed to be related to it.”

iii. For the purpose of the sub-clause (ii), the expression ‘independent director’

shall mean a non-executive director of the company who:

a. apart from receiving director’s remuneration, does not have any material

pecuniary relationships or transactions with the company, its promoters, its

directors, its senior management or its holding company, its subsidiaries

and associates which may affect independence of the director;

b. is not related to promoters or persons occupying management positions

at the board level or at one level below the board;

c. has not been an executive of the company in the immediately preceding

three financial years;

d. is not a partner or an executive or was not partner or an executive during

the preceding three years, of any of the following:

i. the statutory audit firm or the internal audit firm that is associated

with the company, and

ii. the legal firm(s) and consulting firm(s) that have a material

association with the company.

e. is not a material supplier, service provider or customer or a lessor or lessee

of the company, which may affect independence of the director;

f. is not a substantial shareholder of the company i.e. owning two percent or

more of the block of voting shares.
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g. is not less than 21 years of age

Explanation:

For the purposes of the sub-clause (iii):

a. Associate shall mean a company which is an “associate” as defined in

Accounting Standard (AS) 23, “Accounting for Investments in Associates in

Consolidated Financial Statements”, issued by the Institute of Chartered

Accountants of India.

b. “Senior management”shall mean personnel of the company who are members

of its core management team excluding Board of Directors. Normally, this would

comprise all members of management one level below the executive directors,

including all functional heads.

c. “Relative”shall mean “relative”as defined in section 2(4 1) and section 6 read

with Schedule IA of the Companies Act, 1956.

d. Nominee directors appointed by an institution which has invested in or lent to the

company shall be deemed to be independent directors.

Explanation:

“Institution’for this purpose means a public financial institution as defined in Section 4A

of the Companies Act, 1956 or a “corresponding new bank”as defined in section 2(d)

of the Banking Companies (Acquisition and Transfer of Undertakings) Act, 1970 or the

Banking Companies (Acquisition and Transfer of Undertakings) Act, 1980 [both Acts].”

[ INDEPENDENT DIRECTORS' DEFINITION

The definition of independent directors as contained in Clause 49 of the Listing

Agreement is comprehensive. However, certain positive attributes of independent

directors could be identified and included in the definition.

OECD Principles

In defining independent members of the board, some national principles of corporate

governance have specified quite detailed presumptions for non independence which

are frequently reflected in listing requirements. While establishing necessary conditions,

such 'negative' criteria defining when an individual is not regarded as independent can

usefully be complemented by 'positive' examples of qualities that will increase the

probability of effective independence. Independent board members can contribute

significantly to the decision-making of the board. They can bring an objective view to

the evaluation of the performance of the board and management. In addition, they

can play an important role in areas where the interests of management, the company

and its shareholders may diverge such as executive remuneration, succession planning,

changes of corporate control, take-over defenses, large acquisitions and the audit

function.

In order for them to play this key role, it is desirable that boards declare who they

consider to be independent and the criterion for this judgement.

Companies Bill, 2009

Independent director :

“Independent director”, in relation to a company, means a non-executive director of

the company, other than a nominee director—
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(a) who, in the opinion of the Board, is a person of integrity and possesses relevant

expertise and experience;

ICSI Recommendation

Clause 49 needs to be suitably amended by specifying positive attributes for

independent directors such as integrity, experience and expertise, foresight,

managerial qualities and ability to read and understand financial statements etc.]

[ NOMINEE DIRECTORS' DEFINITION

Companies Bill 2009

An independent director means a non-executive director, other than a nominee

director.

ICSI Recommendation

Clause 49 specifically states that a nominee director be considered independent.

The nominee directors have a clear mandate to safeguard the constituency they

represent i.e. the financial institution they represent. Hence to term them independent

is an anomaly.

This anomaly needs to be rectified in clause 49.]

[ DEFINITION OF RELATIVE

The Companies Act, 1956

Meaning of “relative”as defined under Section 6.

A person shall be deemed to be a relative of another if, and only if,-

(a) they are members of a Hindu undivided family; or

(b) they are husband and wife; or

(c) the one is related to the other in the manner indicated in Schedule IA.

List of Relatives under Schedule IA

Schedule IA of the Companies Act, 1956 list out the relatives for the purpose of section

6 as under:

1. Father.

2. Mother (including step-mother).

3. Son (including step-son).

4. Son's wife.

5. Daughter (including step-daughter).

6. Father's father.

7. Father's mother.

8. Mother's mother.

9. Mother's father.

10. Son's son.

11. Son's son's wife.

12. Son's daughter.

13. Son's daughter's husband.

14. Daughter's husband.

15. Daughter's son.

16. Daughter's son's wife.
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17. Daughter's daughter.

18. Daughter's daughter's husband.

19. Brother (including step-brother).

20. Brother's wife.

21. Sister (including step-sister).

22. Sister's husband.

Income-Tax Act, 1961

[As Amended By Finance Act, 2008]

S. 2(41) defines it the term 'relative' as

“relative”, in relation to an individual, means the husband, wife, brother or sister or any

lineal ascendant or descendant of that individual;

The Companies Bill, 2009

Clause 2(1)(zzz) “relative”with reference to any individual means the spouse, brother,

sister and all lineal ascendants and descendants of such individual related to him either

by marriage or adoption;

ICSI Recommendation

The term 'relative' defined under the Companies Bill, 2009 suggests that only the lineal

ascendant and descendants of such individual related to him by marriage or adoption

are considered relative.

— The term lineal ascendants and descendants should be clarified by giving an

indicative list.

— The definition leaves out the immediate relatives of spouse i.e. mother/father of

spouse, brother/sister of spouse.

Though ICSI does not recommend a list of relatives as defined under Section 6 of the

Companies Act, 1956 definition under the Companies Bill, 2009 needs to be further

strengthened.]

[ AUDIT PARTNER / FIRM ROTATION TO BE MADE MANDATORY

Sarbanes Oxley Act

Section 203 of the Sarbanes Oxley Act is also in tune with this view and makes audit

services of an accounting firm unlawful, if the lead audit partner has performed audit

services of same issuer for 5 previous fiscal years.

Further, Section 206 of the Act talks of conflict of interest. According to it, if a CEO, CFO,

Controller, Chief Accounting Officer or any person in an equivalent position was

employed by accounting firm and participated in any capacity in the audit of that

issuer during one year period preceding the date of initiation of the audit, then it shall

be unlawful for accounting firm to perform any audit for that issuer.

ICSI Recommendation

The Audit partner/Firm should be rotated on the grounds such as :

1. to maintain independence of Auditors.

2. to look at an issue (which may be financial or nonfinancial) from different

perspective.

3. to carry out an Audit exercise with different mind set i.e. when the same person
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does an Audit continuously, he is bound to have a fixed mind set towards the

company.

Periodicity of Rotation:

Audit Partner - Once every three years

Audit Firm –Once every six years.]

(B) Non executive directors’compensation and disclosures

All fees/compensation, if any paid to non-executive directors, including independent

directors, shall be fixed by the Board of Directors and shall require previous approval of

shareholders in general meeting. The shareholders’resolution shall specify the limits for

the maximum number of stock options that can be granted to non-executive directors,

including independent directors, in any financial year and in aggregate.

Provided that the requirement of obtaining prior approval of shareholders in general

meeting shall not apply to payment of sitting fees to non-executive directors, if made

within the limits prescribed under the Companies Act, 1956 for payment of sitting fees

without approval of the Central Government.

(C) Other provisions as to Board and Committees

i. The board shall meet at least four times a year, with a maximum time gap of four

months between any two meetings. The minimum information to be made available to

the board is given in Annexure–I A.

ii. A director shall not be a member in more than 10 committees or act as Chairman of

more than five committees across all companies in which he is a director. Furthermore it

should be a mandatory annual requirement for every director to inform the company

about the committee positions he occupies in other companies and notify changes as

and when they take place.

Explanation:

1. For the purpose of considering the limit of the committees on which a director

can serve, all public limited companies, whether listed or not, shall be included

and all other companies including private limited companies, foreign companies

and companies under Section 25 of the Companies Act shall be excluded.

2. For the purpose of reckoning the limit under this sub-clause, Chairmanship/

membership of the Audit Committee and the Shareholders’ Grievance

Committee alone shall be considered.

[ LIMIT ON MEMBERSHIP OF COMMITTEES

Committees play a crucial role in the smooth functioning of the boards by devoting

better and more focused attention on the affairs delegated to it. The effectiveness and

performance of directors serving on too many committees gets affected due to

constraints of time. To assume that only the committees that are required to be

mandatorily constituted would demand the time and attention of the boards is an

incorrect notion.

ICSI Recommendation

The limits reckoned on membership/chairmanship of committees should include all the

committees of listed companies on which such director is a member. This should be on
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a 'comply' or 'explain' basis.]

iii. The Board shall periodically review compliance reports of all laws applicable to the

company, prepared by the company as well as steps taken by the company to rectify

instances of non-compliances.

iv. An independent director who resigns or is removed from the Board of the Company

shall be replaced by a new independent director within a period of not more than 180

days from the day of such resignation or removal, as the case may be:

Provided that where the company fulfils the requirement of independent directors in its

Board even without filling the vacancy created by such resignation or removal, as the

case may be, the requirement of replacement by a new independent director within

the period of 180 days shall not apply

(D) Code of Conduct

i. The Board shall lay down a code of conduct for all Board members and senior

management of the company. The code of conduct shall be posted on the website of

the company.

ii. All Board members and senior management personnel shall affirm compliance with the

code on an annual basis. The Annual Report of the company shall contain a

declaration to this effect signed by the CEO.

Explanation: For this purpose, the term “senior management”shall mean personnel of

the company who are members of its core management team excluding Board of

Directors. Normally, this would comprise all members of management one level below

the executive directors, including all functional heads.

II. Audit Committee

(A) Qualified and Independent Audit Committee

A qualified and independent audit committee shall be set up, giving the terms of reference

subject to the following:

i. The audit committee shall have minimum three directors as members. Two-thirds of the

members of audit committee shall be independent directors.

ii. All members of audit committee shall be financially literate and at least one member

shall have accounting or related financial management expertise.

Explanation 1: The term “financially literate” means the ability to read and

understand basic financial statements i.e. balance sheet, profit and loss

account, and statement of cash flows.

Explanation 2: A member will be considered to have accounting or related

financial management expertise if he or she possesses experience in finance or

accounting, or requisite professional certification in accounting, or any other

comparable experience or background which results in the individual’s financial

sophistication, including being or having been a chief executive officer, chief

financial officer or other senior officer with financial oversight responsibilities.

iii. The Chairman of the Audit Committee shall be an independent director;

iv. The Chairman of the Audit Committee shall be present at Annual General
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Meeting to answer shareholder queries;

v. The audit committee may invite such of the executives, as it considers

appropriate (and particularly the head of the finance function) to be present

at the meetings of the committee, but on occasions it may also meet without

the presence of any executives of the company. The finance director, head of

internal audit and a representative of the statutory auditor may be present as

invitees for the meetings of the audit committee;

vi. The Company Secretary shall act as the secretary to the committee.

(B) Meeting of Audit Committee

The audit committee should meet at least four times in a year and not more than four

months shall elapse between two meetings. The quorum shall be either two members

or one third of the members of the audit committee whichever is greater, but there

should be a minimum of two independent members present.

(C) Powers of Audit Committee

The audit committee shall have powers, which should include the following:

1. To investigate any activity within its terms of reference.

2. To seek information from any employee.

3. To obtain outside legal or other professional advice.

4. To secure attendance of outsiders with relevant expertise, if it considers

necessary.

(D) Role of Audit Committee

The role of the audit committee shall include the following:

1. Oversight of the company’s financial reporting process and the disclosure of its

financial information to ensure that the financial statement is correct, sufficient

and credible.

2. Recommending to the Board, the appointment, re-appointment and, if

required, the replacement or removal of the statutory auditor and the fixation

of audit fees.

3. Approval of payment to statutory auditors for any other services rendered by the

statutory auditors.

4. Reviewing, with the management, the annual financial statements before submission to

the board for approval, with particular reference to:

a. Matters required to be included in the Director’s Responsibility Statement to be

included in the Board’s report in terms of clause (2AA) of section 217 of the

Companies Act, 1956

b. Changes, if any, in accounting policies and practices and reasons for the same

c. Major accounting entries involving estimates based on the exercise of judgment

by management

d. Significant adjustments made in the financial statements arising out of audit

findings

e. Compliance with listing and other legal requirements relating to financial

statements

f. Disclosure of any related party transactions

g. Qualifications in the draft audit report.
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5. Reviewing, with the management, the quarterly financial statements before submission

to the board for approval

5A. Reviewing, with the management, the statement of uses / application of funds raised

through an issue (public issue, rights issue, preferential issue, etc.), the statement of

funds utilized for purposes other than those stated in the offer

document/prospectus/notice and the report submitted by the monitoring agency

monitoring the utilisation of proceeds of a public or rights issue, and making

appropriate recommendations to the Board to take up steps in this matter.

6. Reviewing, with the management, performance of statutory and internal auditors,

adequacy of the internal control systems.

7. Reviewing the adequacy of internal audit function, if any, including the structure of the

internal audit department, staffing and seniority of the official heading the department,

reporting structure coverage and frequency of internal audit.

8. Discussion with internal auditors any significant findings and follow up there on.

9. Reviewing the findings of any internal investigations by the internal auditors into matters

where there is suspected fraud or irregularity or a failure of internal control systems of a

material nature and reporting the matter to the board.

10. Discussion with statutory auditors before the audit commences, about the nature and

scope of audit as well as post-audit discussion to ascertain any area of concern.

11. To look into the reasons for substantial defaults in the payment to the depositors,

debenture holders, shareholders (in case of non payment of declared dividends) and

creditors.

12. To review the functioning of the Whistle Blower mechanism, in case the same is existing.

12A. nApproval of appointment of CFO (i.e., the whole-time Finance Director or any other

person heading the finance function or discharging that function) after assessing the

qualifications, experience & background, etc. of the candidate.

13. Carrying out any other function as is mentioned in the terms of reference of the Audit

Committee.

Explanation (i): The term "related party transactions" shall have the same

meaning as contained in the Accounting Standard 18, Related Party

Transactions, issued by The Institute of Chartered Accountants of India.

Explanation (ii): If the company has set up an audit committee pursuant to

provision of the Companies Act, the said audit committee shall have such

additional functions / features as is contained in this clause.

(E) Review of information by Audit Committee

The Audit Committee shall mandatorily review the following information:

1. Management discussion and analysis of financial condition and results of

operations;

2. Statement of significant related party transactions (as defined by the audit

committee), submitted by management;

3. Management letters / letters of internal control weaknesses issued by the

statutory auditors;

4. Internal audit reports relating to internal control weaknesses; and

5. The appointment, removal and terms of remuneration of the Chief internal

auditor shall be subject to review by the Audit Committee
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III. Subsidiary Companies

i. At least one independent director on the Board of Directors of the holding

company shall be a director on the Board of Directors of a material non listed

Indian subsidiary company.

ii. The Audit Committee of the listed holding company shall also review the

financial statements, in particular, the investments made by the unlisted

subsidiary company.

iii. The minutes of the Board meetings of the unlisted subsidiary company shall be

placed at the Board meeting of the listed holding company. The management

should periodically bring to the attention of the Board of Directors of the listed

holding company, a statement of all significant transactions and arrangements

entered into by the unlisted subsidiary company.

Explanation 1: The term “material non-listed Indian subsidiary” shall mean an

unlisted subsidiary, incorporated in India, whose turnover or net worth (i.e. paid

up capital and free reserves) exceeds 20% of the consolidated turnover or net

worth respectively, of the listed holding company and its subsidiaries in the

immediately preceding accounting year.

Explanation 2: The term “significant transaction or arrangement” shall mean

any individual transaction or arrangement that exceeds or is likely to exceed

10% of the total revenues or total expenses or total assets or total liabilities, as

the case may be, of the material unlisted subsidiary for the immediately

preceding accounting year.

Explanation 3: Where a listed holding company has a listed subsidiary which is

itself a holding company, the above provisions shall apply to the listed

subsidiary insofar as its subsidiaries are concerned.

IV. Disclosures

(A) Basis of related party transactions

i. A statement in summary form of transactions with related parties in the ordinary course

of business shall be placed periodically before the audit committee.

ii. Details of material individual transactions with related parties which are not in the

normal course of business shall be placed before the audit committee.

Details of material individual transactions with related parties or others, which are not

on an arm’s length basis should be placed before the audit committee, together with

Management’s justification for the same..

(B) Disclosure of Accounting Treatment

Where in the preparation of financial statements, a treatment different from that

prescribed in an Accounting Standard has been followed, the fact shall be disclosed in

the financial statements, together with the management’s explanation as to why it

believes such alternative treatment is more representative of the true and fair view of

the underlying business transaction in the Corporate Governance Report.
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(C) Board Disclosures –Risk management

The company shall lay down procedures to inform Board members about the risk

assessment and minimization procedures. These procedures shall be periodically

reviewed to ensure that executive management controls risk through means of a

properly defined framework.

(D) Proceeds from public issues, rights issues, preferential issues etc.

When money is raised through an issue (public issues, rights issues, preferential issues

etc.), it shall disclose to the Audit Committee, the uses / applications of funds by major

category (capital expenditure, sales and marketing, working capital, etc), on a

quarterly basis as a part of their quarterly declaration of financial results. Further, on an

annual basis, the company shall prepare a statement of funds utilized for purposes

other than those stated in the offer document/prospectus/notice and place it before

the audit committee. Such disclosure shall be made only till such time that the full

money raised through the issue has been fully spent. This statement shall be certified by

the statutory auditors of the company. Furthermore, where the company has

appointed a monitoring agency to monitor the utilisation of proceeds of a public or

rights issue, it shall place before the Audit Committee the monitoring report of such

agency, upon receipt, without any delay. The audit committee shall make appropriate

recommendations to the Board to take up steps in this matter.

(E) Remuneration of Directors

i. All pecuniary relationship or transactions of the non-executive directors vis-à-vis the

company shall be disclosed in the Annual Report.

ii. Further the following disclosures on the remuneration of directors shall be made in the

section on the corporate governance of the Annual Report:

a. All elements of remuneration package of individual directors summarized under

major groups, such as salary, benefits, bonuses, stock options, pension etc.

b. Details of fixed component and performance linked incentives, along with the

performance criteria.

c. Service contracts, notice period, severance fees.

d. Stock option details, if any – and whether issued at a discount as well as the

period over which accrued and over which exercisable.

iii. The company shall publish its criteria of making payments to non-executive directors in

its annual report. Alternatively, this may be put up on the company’s website and

reference drawn thereto in the annual report.

iv. The company shall disclose the number of shares and convertible instruments held by

non-executive directors in the annual report.

v. Non-executive directors shall be required to disclose their shareholding (both own or

held by / for other persons on a beneficial basis) in the listed company in which they

are proposed to be appointed as directors, prior to their appointment. These details

should be disclosed in the notice to the general meeting called for appointment of

such director
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[ REMUNERATION POLICY FOR THE MEMBERS OF THE BOARD AND KEY EXECUTIVES

SHOULD BE CLEARLY LAID DOWN AND DISCLOSED

Directors compensation/remuneration has recently attracted a lot of world attention. It

is expected that the remuneration should be fair reasonable and clearly disclosed.

Companies Act, 1956

Under the Companies Act, 1956, the payment of remuneration to directors is regulated

by various provisions. Section 198 specifies the overall limit of remuneration payable to

directors as 11% of the net profits of that company for that financial year computed in

the manner specified. Section 269 specifies that the remuneration payable to a

managing or whole-time director is to be paid in accordance with the provisions of

schedule XIII or else necessary approval is to be obtained by the concerned company

from the Central government. Further, Section 309, inter-alia, specifies the mode of

payment of remuneration to ordinary directors. The remuneration is based on the

company performance as the overall limit of remuneration to directors is linked with net

profits of the company under section 198 of the Companies Act.

Companies Bill, 2009

• MD/WTD/Manager shall be appointed by Board of Directors at meeting with

consent of all directors present there and it shall be subject to approval by special

resolution at next general meeting further notice convening Board/General

Meeting will contain terms of appointment including remuneration.

• Remuneration to managerial personnel may be paid by way of a monthly

payment or at a specified percentage of the net profits of company as per

clause 175 of Companies Bill.

• Premium paid on insurance of managerial personnel shall not be treated as part

of remuneration.

• A MD/WTD/Manager may be paid compensation for loss of office but any other

director is not entitled for such compensation.

• As per clause 82, the annual return should inter alia include the particulars as they

stood on close of the financial year regarding remuneration of directors and key

managerial personnel.

Further, an extract of annual return shall form part of the Board's Report.

ICSI Recommendation

• Remuneration policy for the members of the Board and Key Executives should be

clearly laid down and disclosed.

• Executive remuneration packages should involve a balance between fixed and

incentive pay, reflecting short and long term performance objectives appropriate

to the company's circumstances and goal.

• Companies should ensure that the level and composition of remuneration is

sufficient and reasonable and that its relationship to performance is clear.

• Remuneration plans should be strongly linked to the company's performance that

reflects value to long-term shareowners.

• Performance measures should include appropriate financial targets, but

non-financial targets should be taken into account for long term sustainable
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commercial success.

• Use of peer relative analysis and benchmarking to peer and market examples

may be made to arrive at appropriate remuneration. However, care should be

taken not to over emphasize the influence of peer group benchmarking on the

ultimate design of the program.

• Incentive schemes should be designed around appropriate performance

benchmarks and provide rewards for materially improved company

performance.

• Remuneration Committee should be considered complementary to the board, as

it does not absolve the ultimate responsibility of the full board regarding proper

remuneration.

• There may be a separate set of disclosure requirements for the Listed Companies

and unlisted companies. Private companies and small companies should be

given freedom to decide about the remuneration and disclosure.]

(F) Management

i. As part of the directors’report or as an addition thereto, a Management Discussion

and Analysis report should form part of the Annual Report to the shareholders. This

Management Discussion & Analysis should include discussion on the following matters

within the limits set by the company’s competitive position:

1. Industry structure and developments.

2. Opportunities and Threats.

3. Segment–wise or product-wise performance.

4. Outlook

5. Risks and concerns.

6. Internal control systems and their adequacy.

7. Discussion on financial performance with respect to operational performance.

8. Material developments in Human Resources / Industrial Relations front, including

number of people employed.

ii. Senior management shall make disclosures to the board relating to all material

financial and commercial transactions, where they have personal interest, that may

have a potential conflict with the interest of the company at large (for e.g. dealing in

company shares, commercial dealings with bodies, which have shareholding of

management and their relatives etc.)

Explanation: For this purpose, the term "senior management" shall mean personnel of

the company who are members of its. Core management team excluding the Board of

Directors. This would also include all members of management one level below the

executive directors including all functional heads.

(G) Shareholders

i. In case of the appointment of a new director or re-appointment of a director the

shareholders must be provided with the following information:

a. A brief resume of the director;

b. Nature of his expertise in specific functional areas;

c. Names of companies in which the person also holds the directorship and the

membership of Committees of the Board; and

d. Shareholding of non-executive directors as stated in Clause 49 (IV) (E) (v) above
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ia . Disclosure of relationships between directors inter-se shall be made in the Annual

Report, notice of appointment of a director, prospectus and letter of offer for

issuances and any related filings made to the stock exchanges where the

company is listed.

ii. Quarterly results and presentations made by the company to analysts shall be put on

company’s web-site, or shall be sent in such a form so as to enable the stock exchange

on which the company is listed to put it on its own web-site.

iii. A board committee under the chairmanship of a non-executive director shall be

formed to specifically look into the redressal of shareholder and investors complaints

like transfer of shares, non-receipt of balance sheet, non-receipt of declared dividends

etc. This Committee shall be designated as ‘Shareholders/Investors Grievance

Committee’.

iv. To expedite the process of share transfers, the Board of the company shall delegate

the power of share transfer to an officer or a committee or to the registrar and share

transfer agents. The delegated authority shall attend to share transfer formalities at

least once in a fortnight.

[ SECRETARIAL AUDIT TO BE MADE MANDATORY

ICSI Recommendation

Secretarial Audit should be made mandatory in respect of listed companies and

certain other companies.

The Secretarial Audit be conducted by a Company Secretary in Practice.

The report on the audit of secretarial records shall be submitted by the secretarial

auditor to the Corporate Compliance Committee of the Board of Directors of the

company.

The Secretarial Audit Report should form part of the Board's Report.]

[ DISCLOSURE BY INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS OF THEIR CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND

VOTING POLICIES AND VOTING RECORDS

OECD Principles

Institutional investors acting in a fiduciary capacity should disclose their overall

corporate governance and voting policies with respect to their investments, including

the procedures that they have in place for deciding on the use of their voting rights.

ICSI Recommendation

It should be mandatory

• for equity based mutual funds to disclose on their company website their overall

corporate governance and voting policies with respect to their investments,

including the procedures that they have in place for deciding on the use of their

voting rights

• an annual disclosure of their voting records on their website. ]
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[ DISCLOSURE OF MATERIAL CONFLICTS OF INTERESTS BY INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS

OECD Principles

Institutional investors acting in a fiduciary capacity should disclose how they manage

material conflicts of interest that may affect the exercise of key ownership rights

regarding their investments.

ICSI Recommendation

It should be mandatory for institutional investors to disclose as to how they manage

material conflicts of interests that may affect the exercise of key ownership rights

regarding their investments. The disclosure should be made in the prospectuses and

periodic financial statements of the mutual funds.]

[ DISCLOSURE POLICY REGARDING NATURE OF DISCLOSURE TO INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS

ICSI Recommendation

A directive be issued to clarify the nature of the information that can be exchanged at

meetings between institutional investors and companies, in compliance with the Insider

Trading Regulations of 1992 and its 2002 amendment. The directive should stress that it

does not condone the selective disclosure of information by companies to institutions

and clearly set the principle of equality of treatment of all shareholders by

corporations.]

V. CEO/CFO cert i f icat ion

The CEO, i.e. the Managing Director or Manager appointed in terms of the Companies Act,

1956 and the CFO i.e. the whole-time Finance Director or any other person heading the

finance function discharging that function shall certify to the Board that:

a. They have reviewed financial statements and the cash flow statement for the year and

that to the best of their knowledge and belief :

i. these statements do not contain any materially untrue statement or omit any

material fact or contain statements that might be misleading;

ii. these statements together present a true and fair view of the company’s affairs

and are in compliance with existing accounting standards, applicable laws and

regulations.

b. There are, to the best of their knowledge and belief, no transactions entered into by

the company during the year which are fraudulent, illegal or violative of the

company’s code of conduct.

c. They accept responsibility for establishing and maintaining internal controls for financial

reporting and that they have evaluated the effectiveness of internal control systems of

the company pertaining to financial reporting and they have disclosed to the auditors

and the Audit Committee, deficiencies in the design or operation of such internal

controls, if any, of which they are aware and the steps they have taken or propose to

take to rectify these deficiencies.

d. They have indicated to the auditors and the Audit committee

i. significant changes in internal control over financial reporting during the year;
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ii. significant changes in accounting policies during the year and that the same

have been disclosed in the notes to the financial statements; and

iii. instances of significant fraud of which they have become aware and the

involvement therein, if any, of the management or an employee having a

significant role in the company’s internal control system over financial reporting.

[ SEPARATION OF ROLES OF CHAIRMAN AND CEO

The benefits of separation of roles of Chairman and CEO can be :

1. Director Communication: A separate chairman provides a more effective channel for

the board to express its views on management.

2. Guidance: a separate chairman can provide the CEO with guidance and feedback

on his/her performance.

3. Shareholders' interest : The chairman can focus on shareholders' interest, while the CEO

manages the company.

4. Governance: a separate chairman allows the board to more effectively fulfill its

regulatory requirements.

5. Long-Term Outlook: separating the position allows the chairman to focus on the

long-term strategy while the CEO focuses on short-term profitability.

6. Succession Planning: a separate chairman can more effectively concentrate on

corporate succession plans.

OECD Principles

In a number of countries with single tier board systems, the objectivity of the board and its

independence from management may be strengthened by the separation of the role of

chief executive and chairman, or, if these roles are combined, by designating a lead

nonexecutive director to convene or chair sessions of the outside directors. Separation of the

two posts may be regarded as good practice, as it can help to achieve an appropriate

balance of power, increase accountability and improve the board's capacity for decision

making independent of management. The designation of a lead director is also regarded as

a good practice alternative in some jurisdictions. Such mechanisms can also help to ensure

high quality governance of the enterprise and the effective functioning of the board.

ICSI Recommendation

There should be a clear demarcation of the roles and responsibilities of the Chairman of the

Board and that of the Managing Director/ CEO. The Roles of Chairman and CEO should be

separated to promote balance of power.

A “comply or explain”approach should be adopted.]

VI. Report on Corporate Governance

i. There shall be a separate section on Corporate Governance in the Annual Reports of

company, with a detailed compliance report on Corporate Governance.

Non-compliance of any mandatory requirement of this clause with reasons thereof and

the extent to which the non-mandatory requirements have been adopted should be

specifically highlighted. The suggested list of items to be included in this report is given

in Annexure- I C and list of non-mandatory requirements is given in Annexure –I D.
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ii. The companies shall submit a quarterly compliance report to the stock exchanges

within 15 days from the close of quarter as per the format given in Annexure I B. The

report shall be signed either by the Compliance Officer or the Chief Executive Officer

of the company

VII. Compliance

1. The company shall obtain a certificate from either the auditors or practicing company

secretaries regarding compliance of conditions of corporate governance as stipulated

in this clause and annex the certificate with the directors’report, which is sent annually

to all the shareholders of the company. The same certificate shall also be sent to the

Stock Exchanges along with the annual report filed by the company.

2. The non-mandatory requirements given in Annexure –ID may be implemented as per

the discretion of the company. However, the disclosures of the compliance with

mandatory requirements and adoption (and compliance) / non-adoption of the

non-mandatory requirements shall be made in the section on corporate governance

of the Annual Report.k

[CORPORATE COMPLIANCE COMMITTEE TO BE MADE MANDATORY

The primary objective of the Compliance Committee is to review, oversee, and

monitor:

• the Company's compliance with applicable legal and regulatory requirements,

• the Company's policies, programs, and procedures to ensure compliance with

relevant laws, the Company's Code of Conduct, and other relevant standards;

• the Company's efforts to implement legal obligations arising from settlement

agreements and other similar documents; and

• perform any other duty as are directed by the Board of Directors of the company.

OECD Principles

Companies are also well advised to set up internal programmes and procedures to

promote compliance with applicable laws, regulations and standards, including

statutes to criminalize bribery of foreign officials that are required to be enacted by the

OECD Anti-bribery Convention and measures designed to control other forms of bribery

and corruption.

Moreover, compliance must also relate to other laws and regulations such as those

covering securities, competition and work and safety conditions. Such compliance

programmes will also underpin the company's ethical code. To be effective, the

incentive structure of the business needs to be aligned with its ethical and professional

standards so that adherence to these values is rewarded and breaches of law are met

with dissuasive consequences or penalties. Compliance programmes should also

extend where possible to subsidiaries.

ICSI Recommendation

The constitution of Corporate Compliance Committee should be made mandatory in

respect of all public limited companies having a paid-up capital of ` 5 crores or more.

Constitution :

A balance of Executive and Non-executive directors.
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Charter of the Committee:

To oversee the company's compliance efforts with respect to relevant laws and

regulations, Company's policies and Company's Code of Conduct and monitor the

company's efforts to implement legal obligations arising from agreements and other

similar documents;

To review and ensure that company's compliance programme is well communicated,

supports lawful and ethical business conduct by employees, and reduces risk to the

company for non compliance with laws and regulations related to the company's

business;

To review complaints received from internal and external sources, regarding matters

other than the financial matters which are within the purview of the Audit Committee;

To periodically present to the Board for adoption appropriate changes to the policies,

and oversee implementation of and compliance with these policies;

To review regularly the company's compliance risk assessment plan;

To investigate or cause to be investigated any significant instances of non compliance,

or potential compliance violations that are reported to the Committee;

To coordinate with other Committees regarding matters brought to the Committee's

attention that relate to issues of compliance with applicable laws and regulations;

Regularly report to the Board on the Committee's activities, recommendations and

conclusions;

To discuss any significant compliance issues with the Chief Executive Officer;

To periodically report to the Board and CEO on the adequacy and effectiveness of the

company's compliance program;

To retain at the company's expense, independent advisors to assist the Committee with

carrying out its responsibilities from time to time;

To perform such other duties and responsibilities as may be assigned to the Committee

by the Board.]

[ DIRECTORS' RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT TO INCLUDE STATEMENT ON COMPLIANCES

In the Directors' Responsibility Statement in terms of clause 120 of the Companies Bill,

2009, the statements required to be made by directors relate only to accounts and

internal financial controls.

The responsibility of directors extends much beyond integrity in financial reporting. The

directors have the responsibility of compliance with various laws. Therefore, there

should be a statement in the Directors' Responsibility Statement with regard to the

compliance of various laws.

Companies Bill, 2009

Clause 120: Financial Statement, Board's Report, etc.

120. (4) The Directors' Responsibility Statement referred to in subsection (3) shall state

that -

(a) in the preparation of the annual accounts, the applicable accounting standards

had been followed along with proper explanation relating to material departures;

(b) the directors had selected such accounting policies and applied them

consistently and made judgments and estimates that are reasonable and

prudent so as to give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the company at

the end of the financial year and of the profit and loss of the company for that

period;
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(c) the directors had taken proper and sufficient care for the maintenance of

adequate accounting records in accordance with the provisions of this Act for

safeguarding the assets of the company and for preventing and detecting fraud

and other irregularities;

(d) the directors had prepared the annual accounts on a going concern basis; and

(e) the directors, in the case of a listed company, had laid down internal financial

controls to 54be followed by the company and that such internal financial

controls have been complied with.

ICSI Recommendation

Directors' Responsibility Statement should include a statement that the directors had

devised proper systems to ensure compliance of all laws applicable to the company

and that such systems were adequate and operating effectively.]
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Annexure I A

Information to be placed before Board of Directors

1. Annual operating plans and budgets and any updates.

2. Capital budgets and any updates.

3. Quarterly results for the company and its operating divisions or business segments.

4. Minutes of meetings of audit committee and other committees of the board.

5. The information on recruitment and remuneration of senior officers just below the board

level, including appointment or removal of Chief Financial Officer and the Company

Secretary.

6. Show cause, demand, prosecution notices and penalty notices which are materially

important

7. Fatal or serious accidents, dangerous occurrences, any material effluent or pollution

problems.

8. Any material default in financial obligations to and by the company, or substantial

nonpayment for goods sold by the company.

9. Any issue, which involves possible public or product liability claims of substantial nature,

including any judgement or order which, may have passed strictures on the conduct of

the company or taken an adverse view regarding another enterprise that can have

negative implications on the company.

10. Details of any joint venture or collaboration agreement.

11. Transactions that involve substantial payment towards goodwill, brand equity, or

intellectual property.

12. Significant labour problems and their proposed solutions. Any significant development

in Human Resources/ Industrial Relations front like signing of wage agreement,

implementation of Voluntary Retirement Scheme etc.

13. Sale of material nature, of investments, subsidiaries, assets, which is not in normal course

of business.

14. Quarterly details of foreign exchange exposures and the steps taken by management

to limit the risks of adverse exchange rate movement, if material.

15. Non-compliance of any regulatory, statutory or listing requirements and shareholders

service such as non-payment of dividend, delay in share transfer etc.
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Annexure I B

Format of Quarterly Compliance Report on Corporate Governance

Name of the Company: Quarter ending on:

Particulars Clause of

Listing

agreement

Compliance

Status

Yes/No

Remarks

I. Board of Directors 49(1)

(A) Composition of Board 49 (IA)

(B) Non-executive Directors’ compensation &

disclosures

49 (IB)

(C) Other provisions as to Board and

Committees

49 (IC)

(D) Code of Conduct 49 (ID)

II. Audit Committee 49 (II)

(A) Qualified & Independent Audit Committee
49 (IIA)

(B) Meeting of Audit Committee 49 (IIB)

(C) Powers of Audit Committee 49 (IIC)

(D) Role of Audit Committee 49 II(D)

(E) Review of Information by Audit Committee 49 (IIE)

III. Subsidiary Companies 49 (III)

IV. Disclosures 49 (IV)

(A) Basis of related party transactions 49 (IV A)

(B) Disclosure of Accounting Treatment 49 (IV B)

(C) Board Disclosures 49 (IV C)

(D) Proceeds from public issues, rights issues,

preferential issues etc.

49 (IV D)

(E) Remuneration of Directors 49 (IV E)

(F) Management 49 (IV F)

(G) Shareholders 49 (IV G)

V. CEO/CFO Certification 49 (V)

VI. Report on Corporate Governance 49 (VI)

VII. Compliance 49 (VII)

Note:

1. The details under each head shall be provided to incorporate all the information

required as per the provisions of the Clause 49 of the Listing Agreement.

2. In the column No.3, compliance or non-compliance may be indicated by Yes/No/N.A..

For example, if the Board has been composed in accordance with the Clause 49 I of

the Listing Agreement, "Yes" may be indicated. Similarly, in case the company has no

related party transactions, the words “N.A.”may be indicated against 49 (IV A)

3. In the remarks column, reasons for non-compliance may be indicated, for example, in

case of requirement related to circulation of information to the shareholders, which

would be done only in the AGM/EGM, it might be indicated in the "Remarks" column as

– “will be complied with at the AGM”. Similarly, in respect of matters which can be
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complied with only where the situation arises, for example, "Report on Corporate

Governance" is to be a part of Annual Report only, the words "will be complied in the

next Annual Report" may be indicated.
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Annexure IC

Suggested List of Items to Be Included In the Report on Corporate Governance in the

Annual Report of Companies

1. A brief statement on company’s philosophy on code of governance.

2. Board of Directors:

a. Composition and category of directors, for example, promoter, executive,

nonexecutive, independent non-executive, nominee director, which institution

represented as lender or as equity investor.

b. Attendance of each director at the Board meetings and the last AGM.

c. Number of other Boards or Board Committees in which he/she is a member or

Chairperson.

d. Number of Board meetings held, dates on which held.

3. Audit Committee:

i. Brief description of terms of reference

ii. Composition, name of members and Chairperson

iii. Meetings and attendance during the year

4. Remuneration Committee:

i. Brief description of terms of reference

ii. Composition, name of members and Chairperson

iii. Attendance during the year

iv. Remuneration policy

v. Details of remuneration to all the directors, as per format in main report.

[ REMUNERATION COMMITTEE TO BE MADE MANDATORY

Internationally, the remuneration committee is established to ensure that remuneration

arrangements support the strategic aims of the business and enable the recruitment,

motivation and retention of senior executives while complying with the requirements of

regulatory and governance bodies, satisfying the expectations of shareholders and

remaining consistent with the expectations of the wider employee population. This

Committee normally consists of independent directors.

OECD Principles

In an increasing number of countries it is regarded as good practice for boards to

develop and disclose a remuneration policy statement covering board members and

key executives. Such policy statements specify the relationship between remuneration

and performance, and include measurable standards that emphasize the longer run

interests of the company over short term considerations. Policy statements generally

tend to set conditions for payments to board members for extra-board activities, such

as consulting. They also often specify terms to be observed by board members and key

executives about holding and trading the stock of the company, and the procedures

to be followed in granting and re-pricing of options. In some countries, policy also

covers the payments to be made when terminating the contract of an executive.
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It is considered good practice in an increasing number of countries that remuneration

policy and employment contracts for board members and key executives be handled

by a special committee of the board comprising either wholly or a majority of

independent directors. There are also calls for a remuneration committee that excludes

executives that serve on each others' remuneration committees, which could lead to

conflicts of interest.

ICSI Recommendation 9

The constitution of remuneration committee should be made mandatory.

The constitution, role and responsibilities of such a committee may be decided on the

basis of the following:

Applicability - All listed companies must constitute a committee of the Board of

Directors to be known as Remuneration Committee.

Constitution - The remuneration committee may consist of a minimum of three

members (all being non-executive), the majority being independent directors.

The Chairman should be an independent director.

Responsibilities -

To recommend to the board

- executive remuneration and incentive policies

- the remuneration packages of senior management

- incentive schemes

- superannuation arrangements]

5. Shareholders Committee:

i. Name of non-executive director heading the committee

ii. Name and designation of compliance officer

iii. Number of shareholders’complaints received so far

iv. Number not solved to the satisfaction of shareholders

v. Number of pending complaints

6. General Body meetings:

i. Location and time, where last three AGMs held.

ii. Whether any special resolutions passed in the previous 3 AGMs

iii. Whether any special resolution passed last year through postal ballot –details of

voting pattern

iv. Person who conducted the postal ballot exercise

v. Whether any special resolution is proposed to be conducted through postal ballot

vi. Procedure for postal ballot

7. Disclosures:

i. Disclosures on materially significant related party transactions that may have

potential conflict with the interests of company at large.

ii. Details of non-compliance by the company, penalties, strictures imposed on the

company by Stock Exchange or SEBI or any statutory authority, on any matter

related to capital markets, during the last three years.

iii. Whistle Blower policy and affirmation that no personnel has been denied access

to the audit committee.
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iv. Details of compliance with mandatory requirements and adoption of the

non-mandatory requirements of this clause

8. Means of communication.

i. Quarterly results

ii. Newspapers wherein results normally published

iii. Any website, where displayed

iv. Whether it also displays official news releases; and

v. The presentations made to institutional investors or to the analysts.

9. General Shareholder information:

i. AGM : Date, time and venue

ii. Financial year

iii. Date of Book closure

iv. Dividend Payment Date

v. Listing on Stock Exchanges

vi. Stock Code

vii. Market Price Data : High., Low during each month in last financial year

viii. Performance in comparison to broad-based indices such as BSE Sensex, CRISIL

index etc.

ix. Registrar and Transfer Agents

x. Share Transfer System

xi. Distribution of shareholding

xii. Dematerialization of shares and liquidity

xiii. Outstanding GDRs/ADRs/Warrants or any Convertible instruments, conversion

date and likely impact on equity

xvi. Plant Locations

xv. Address for correspondence
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Annexure I D

Non-Mandatory Requirements

1. The Board

The Board - A non-executive Chairman may be entitled to maintain a Chairman's office

at the company's expense and also allowed reimbursement of expenses incurred in

performance of his duties. Independent Directors may have a tenure not exceeding, in

the aggregate, a period of nine years, on the Board of a company. The company may

ensure that the person who is being appointed as an independent director has the

requisite qualifications and experience which would be of use to the company and

which, in the opinion of the company, would enable him to contribute effectively to

the company in his capacity as an independent director."

[ MAXIMUM TENURE OF INDEPENDENT DIRECTORS

Banking Regulation Act, 1949

In terms of Section 10A(2-A)(i) of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 no director of a

banking company, other than its chairman or whole-time director, by whatever name

called, shall hold office continuously for a period exceeding eight years;

ICSI Recommendation

A Maximum tenure of 6 years in aggregate should be specified for independent

directors and be made mandatory.]

2. Remuneration Committee

i. The board may set up a remuneration committee to determine on their behalf and

on behalf of the shareholders with agreed terms of reference, the company’s

policy on specific remuneration packages for executive directors including pension

rights and any compensation payment.

ii. To avoid conflicts of interest, the remuneration committee, which would determine

the remuneration packages of the executive directors may comprise of at least

three directors, all of whom should be non-executive directors, the Chairman of

committee being an independent director.

iii. All the members of the remuneration committee could be present at the meeting.

iv. The Chairman of the remuneration committee could be present at the Annual

General Meeting, to answer the shareholder queries. However, it would be up to the

Chairman to decide who should answer the queries.

3. Shareholder Rights

A half-yearly declaration of financial performance including summary of the significant

events in last six-months, may be sent to each household of shareholders.

4. Audit qualifications

Company may move towards a regime of unqualified financial statements.

5. Training of Board Members

A company may train its Board members in the business model of the company as well

as the risk profile of the business parameters of the company, their responsibilities as

directors, and the best ways to discharge them.
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[ DIRECTORS' DEVELOPMENT

Investing in board development strengthens the board and individual directors. There

are two ways to improve the performance of directors - education and development.

Education aims to produce competence in a particular area. Directors need

education to ensure they achieve competence in specific areas of knowledge, for

example, enhancing their financial knowledge to be better able to understand the

work of the audit committee. Formal director training helps one understand the legal

implications of the new role and the responsibilities of company boards.

It is good practice for boards to arrange to keep their members up to date with

changes in governance, technologies, markets, products, and so on, through:

• Ongoing education;

• Site visits;

• Seminars; and

• Courses.

Director induction should be seen as the first step of the board's continuing

improvement. The induction training would enable directors to gain an understanding

of company's business, its products, financial position, strategy as well as the role,

responsibilities and rights of directors.

Director development is linked to the evaluation of the individual director's

performance.

OECD Principles

In order to improve board practices and the performance of its members, an

increasing number of jurisdictions are now encouraging companies to engage in

board training and voluntary self-evaluation that meets the needs of the individual

company. This might include that board members acquire appropriate skills upon

appointment, and thereafter remain abreast of relevant new laws, regulations, and

changing commercial risks through in-house training and external courses.

ICSI Recommendation

Induction Training of directors should be made mandatory covering role, responsibilities

and liabilities of a director. There should be a statement to this effect by the Board in

Annual Report.

Further, Boards should adopt suitable training programmes for enhancing their skills etc.

6. Mechanism for evaluating non-executive Board Members

The performance evaluation of non-executive directors could be done by a peer

group comprising the entire Board of Directors, excluding the director being evaluated;

and Peer Group evaluation could be the mechanism to determine whether to extend /

continue the terms of appointment of non-executive directors.

[ PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF DIRECTORS

Board Evaluation, if conducted properly, can contribute significantly to performance

improvements on three levels— the organizational, board and individual director level.

Boards who commit to a regular evaluation process find benefits across these levels in

terms of improved leadership, greater clarity of roles and responsibilities, improved

teamwork, greater accountability, better decision making, improved communication

and more efficient board operations.
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A board performance evaluation is an important step for a board interested in

transitioning to a higher level of performance. While informal board and individual

director evaluations may be appropriate in some circumstances, the discipline for a

formal assessment is generally a good option.

OECD Principles

In order to improve board practices and the performance of its members, an

increasing number of jurisdictions are now encouraging companies to engage in

board training and voluntary self-evaluation that meets the needs of the individual

company.

ICSI Recommendation

The board should undertake a formal and rigorous annual evaluation of its

performance and that of its committees and individual directors.

Individual evaluation should aim to show whether each director continues to contribute

effectively and to demonstrate commitment to the role (including commitment of time

for board and committee meetings and any other duties).

The chairman should act on the results of the performance evaluation by recognising

the strengths and addressing the weaknesses of the board and, where appropriate,

proposing new members be appointed to the board or seeking the resignation of

directors.

Disclosure: The board should state in the annual report how performance evaluation of

the board, its committees and its individual directors had been conducted.]

7. Whistle Blower Policy

The company may establish a mechanism for employees to report to the management

concerns about unethical behaviour, actual or suspected fraud or violation of the

company’s code of conduct or ethics policy. This mechanism could also provide for

adequate safeguards against victimization of employees who avail of the mechanism

and also provide for direct access to the Chairman of the Audit committee in

exceptional cases. Once established, the existence of the mechanism may be

appropriately communicated within the organization.

[ WHISTLE BLOWER POLICY SHOULD BE MADE MANDATORY

Whistle blowing is a disclosure by an employee in the company/ organization regarding

any wrongdoing, fraud or misfeasance in the enterprise. Such disclosures may be

internal i.e. reporting a corrupt activity to the higher ups in the organization. When

wrongdoing is reported to external authorities such as the Government or media, the

whistle blowing is said to be external. As a part of good corporate governance, a

corporate should provide the necessary environment and procedures that can

facilitate internal whistle blowing e.g. providing a website within the organization where

employees can make important disclosures about any misdeeds in the organization.

OECD Principles

Stakeholders, including individual employees and their representative bodies, should

be able to freely communicate their concerns about illegal or unethical practices to
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the board and their rights should not be compromised for doing this.

Unethical and illegal practices by corporate officers may not only violate the rights of

stakeholders but also be to the detriment of the company and its shareholders in terms

of reputation effects and an increasing risk of future financial liabilities. It is therefore to

the advantage of the company and its shareholders to establish procedures and

safe-harbours for complaints by employees, either personally or through their

representative bodies, and others outside the company, concerning illegal and

unethical behaviour. In many countries the board is being encouraged by laws and or

principles to protect these individuals and representative bodies and to give them

confidential direct access to someone independent on the board, often a member of

an audit or an ethics committee. Some companies have established an ombudsman

to deal with complaints. Several regulators have also established confidential phone

and e-mail facilities to receive allegations. While in certain countries representative

employee bodies undertake the tasks of conveying concerns to the company,

individual employees should not be precluded from, or be less protected, when acting

alone. When there is an inadequate response to a complaint regarding contravention

of the law, the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises encourage them to report

their bona fide complaint to the competent public authorities. The company should

refrain from discriminatory or disciplinary actions against such employees or bodies.

Monitoring and managing potential conflicts of interest of management, board

members and shareholders, including misuse of corporate assets and abuse in related

party transactions.

In fulfilling its control oversight responsibilities it is important for the board to encourage

the reporting of unethical/unlawful behavior without fear of retribution. The existence of

a company code of ethics should aid this process which should be underpinned by

legal protection for the individuals concerned. In a number of companies either the

audit committee or an ethics committee is specified as the contact point for

employees who wish to report concerns about unethical or illegal behaviour that might

also compromise the integrity of financial statements.

Dr. J.J. Irani Committee Report

Dr. JJ Irani Committee Report has recommended that Law should recognize the

“Whistle Blower Concept”by enabling protection to individuals who expose offences

by companies, particularly those involving fraud. Such protection should extend to

normal terms and conditions of service and from harassment. Further, if such employees

are themselves implicated, their cooperation should lead to mitigation of penalties to

which they may otherwise be liable.

ICSI Recommendation

Adoption of Whistle Blower Policy should be made mandatory, to begin with, for listed

companies. A model policy in this regard may be specified covering important clauses

that protect employees' interests.]

Regards

CA. Satendra Gupta


